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M~ Phil. ( English--l
SYL~t!.~.

PAPER.....L.-R!;:.~~H METHODOLOGY
, . ---

\./"'1 ~ Re~'!E'..E..h-.:.)ia.:!:.l!;.'t .•~ L'E='...E.S'.'!.~'
.~a) Research - various definitions and the Nature of

Research.
Different purpOses of Research.
Similarities and differonces in the fields of
scientific Research and Hosearch in Literature,
Research - (Pure) theoxe:icCll and ApplL,ed-'similarities
and differences.

~e)Characteristics of a (good) researcher.
2. Types _of Research
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Research in Literature.
Interdisciplinary Research;
Research in Literature.--------_._-
Research in the context of history of Liter2:ure.
Research in relation to problems involved in the
science of Literature, (Literary Critism 7)
Linguistic Research.
Studying Ianti.\otbor.,.c-."-.';.
Studying particular works •
Studying a form of Literature.
Comparative Literature.
.!!li~.r!!is ciy} i na2~.Y-Y-_S2...e_{l£9_h..
Researc~ based on the rel~tion between liteIature and
sociology.
Research based an the psychological studies of Lit"erature.
Researching falk-literature in the context ~f literature and
culture.
Research in the Context of the correlation cetween literature
and philosophy.
Research in the Context of the correlation cotween literautre
and History.

3. Methodology
va) Historical or chronclogical method.
v b) Comparative.
V""" c) Micro-analytical (Linguistic,stylistic. et;)
,,/d) Sample Survey.
ve) Field Survey.

f) Based on Experience.
g) Scientific.

'\./'h) Applying Principles of Lito:<-.,,:y Cr;.ticism.
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tradition

,
~~lY6~_~Editing.
handwritten"documents)_

4) ~cie~eof Textu all
~) I'lanuscripts (old

and motivation.
/b) Discipline followed in t.he manuscripts.
~c} Variations in the texts, its examination.
~d} Editing (Interpolations, Extrapolations,footnotes,

vocabulary/Dictionary/L~xicon)

•

auther-index,

Process_~~~searSh_
Determination/Deline~tion of t~e "Tablem.
T~ols and accessories (aidseq) - manuscripts diaries,
letters, archives, libraries, dictionaries, indexes,
questionarires, interviews, technical aids)
Organisation of the data.
Analysis of the data .

•Diverse rabloms inviewed in Research
(indentification and comprechensibn of the script,
deciding the time (chronology, meaning, anthentieity,
and judgement in using the information)
Conclusion - objective a~hievemcnt

,,/ c)
/dl
/ ,I

/t)
6) Thesis Presentation : Dis5cutation- ----V,I
,/bl
/c)
V'dl

(Note :- The List of Recommended Books will be supplied l~ter.)
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/i)

L:mg"2gl!
Sizo and
Synopsis

of the th",_,is.
Binjing.

of the Thesis.
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M. Phil. (English)
SYLLABUS

PAPER II - CONCEPT OF THE HISTORY OF LITERATURE.-------~=====~--,~==-
~-1. Historiography: It'~J1~urean£_tlP.e~.

~) What is History'? History as a branch of Sociology.
Interpretation of (historidal) events, their evalution.
statements about the transformati0njtransitons of his-
torical events. Formulating a historiCill 'construct.

Vb) Motivation fo~ History_writing., I

~) Types of History_writing.
2. £2..ncept of...!i!..sto~'y'of LUe.r.ature
~) Significance and appropriateness of the concept of the

History of Liter::lture. ~
Nature of the 'Historical events' and determination of
their place/position in the context .of literary activity
History of Literative as the History of aptitudes.
Hi~tory of Literature as History of Man.

-History of-Literature as the History of the autonamous
development of literary constructs.

~f) Criticism and Literature.
3. Literary_li:i,..s...tory- I~a.ior Compon~ts
~a) Time-principle(?) and the concept of Literary Ages

(e.g. Romantic Age, Victori~s Age etc;j)' •
. ..

vb) Concept of Literary change, tr."di~ion <lnd nevelty_their
correlation.

vel The concept of influence. Litor.lry School (e.g.Romantic
Victoraries, war periods etc.) - Understanding the
significance of their infletecu.

vd) Minor forms and their pluGe in thE history of Literature
e.g. short storius, personQl esseys etc.

~) Comparative relevance of the Regional,National and Cosmic
contexts in the writing of the history of Literature.

~f) Tools of writing the history of Literatur~ - (Manuscr~pts,
folk,- takes, published materilil, journ<>ls",,letters, diaries,, .. '
etc.) >-, .

Vg) Types of writing of the History of Litera~ure-based on
chronology, tr~nds,forms, writers, aptitude, culture"etc;)

~." bLterary, Hi~tories in English - Its Motivations and Natute."7- Author I s Name' .'
1) L.Cazamian (2) ,Oliver Elton (3) Hudson (4) David Daiches
(5) Bacon (6) Grierson & Smith (7) ~arren Wellek (9) Compton-
Ricket. (9) Bor~~Y(10) ffor Evans (11) Kettle -(12) Brasil willy

•(13) Saints bury

•
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M. Phil. {Er:.9.lis~.l
SYLLABUS

PAPER III - AUT..li~..Qf,--_SXEc;.~.2.TUi:2.Y.
of the following authorsaile

(c) Jol,n Osborne.

Love Sang oi J.Alfrcd Prafrock
Getlention
The V'Ciste l~ncJ
Ash Vlednesdil;
Four Quarters

Plays - Murder in the Cathedral
Family Re-uniun.

Critical Tradition and Individual Talent.
Essays The function of Criticism.

A Dialogue on Dramatic Poatry.
Metaphysical Poets.

RecommendedBooks

Candidates will have to s~udy
{or special study.
(a) T.S. Eliot (b) D.H. Lawerence
(A) T.S.Eliot

I'rl}.-~~1 /1) Poem-;--
~ \)~ ~ 1) t>,,' "-"-

1. F.O. Matheissen - The Achievement of T.S. Eliot.
2. Grover Smith - T.S. Eliot's Poetry & Plays.
3. D.E.S.Maxwell - The Poetry of T.S. Eliot.
4. Elizabeth Drew _ The Design of 1.5. Eliot's Poetry.
5. Helen Gardner _ The Art of T.S. Elior
6. Hugh Kenner - The Divisible Poe-::'.
(5) .H. Lawrence - Novels Pr~scr~bud

i)
ii)

iii)
~v)

v)

Sons _,nr. ,"over,..
.lcinG" il' 1...",._,

A.Jron'.~
;"1li fI> "c.

Leavis - D.H. Law~ence .,_,;lic;t\ 1~55)
Graham ugh Tho Dark 3u~ (1S56)
K~M.Saga~ _ The Art of D.H. L~wrence.
El~. Vi\as - D~ H. LawrencQ - The f~ilure and the Triunysh.
Fe,nk K,e~C - L'we,nc,.
H.T. Moore - Life and Works of D.8.Lawrence.
John Osborn ,- Plays Persorib~d

1. Look Back in Anger
2. Luther
3. The Entertainer.
4. The World of panl slickey.

Inadimissible Evidende.

1•

5.
6.
c)

gooks Recommended
1. Alan Carter - -Jo Osborne
2. Ron~ldHogmen - J hn Osborne3. J.R. Taylor _ LoOk\Back in Anger
4. Arm strang - Experimental Orama.
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